SS8 is a leader in communications intercept and a worldwide provider of regulatory compliant, electronic intercept and surveillance solutions. Headquartered in the heart of the Silicon Valley in Milpitas, California, SS8 has a global reach and is an independent provider of regulatory-compliant electronic surveillance solutions that have been deployed in over 25 countries for the largest wire-line, wireless, cable, VoIP and satellite service providers. These voice and data installations can intercept more than 100 million subscribers, and serve local, regional and national law enforcement and intelligence agencies worldwide. SS8 products are sold and supported both directly and through OEM partnerships.

Intelligentias is a leading data retention and management company that provides data capture, archiving and tracing solutions for telecommunication companies, Internet service providers, enterprises and law enforcement agencies all over the world. Intelligentias' Retentia Data Retention Suite (DRS) enables telcos and ISPs to assist law enforcement agencies in locating and prosecuting terrorists and criminals and to stay in compliance with federal legislation.
and directives, faster and for less money than competing solutions. Intelligentias is headquartered in Redwood City, California, with offices in Rome and London. For more information, please visit: www.intelligentias.com.

NiceTrack products and solutions cover the full spectrum of the telecom intelligence process from interception and monitoring, to processing, analysis and dissemination of telecom interactions for both telephony and internet data. The NiceTrack product line includes the widest range of Interception and Mediation solutions; data centric and target centric Monitoring Centers & Traffic Analysis solutions.

Qosmos Network Information Extraction technology drills down into the finest details of IP traffic for a complete understanding of data and user behavior at protocol, application, service and user levels. It enables Network Equipment Manufacturers, Software Vendors and System Integrators, to provide their customers with a wide range of higher value solutions.

Spectronic is one the world's leading suppliers of highly advanced mission-critical surveillance and communications interception equipment for government agencies, providing solutions for intercepting and decoding various types of communication methods and protocols. Our solutions are of modular design, allowing us the flexibility to deliver complete turn-key monitoring centers, or decoding components that can be integrated into existing systems.

ThorpeGlen TMS provides Data Extraction and Analysis solutions to Law Enforcement and National Security using large data collectors and a central intelligence system. ThorpeGlen’s predictive intelligence capability discovers new communication devices used by criminals and once new devices are identified, the TMS will track the position of that equipment.
Verint communications interception and analysis solutions help service providers, and law enforcement, national security and intelligence agencies neutralize threats from criminals and terrorists. Designed for compliance with data retention directives and lawful interception regulations, the Verint portfolio features comprehensive lawful and mass collection systems, portable solutions for field operations, and industry-leading analytic and fusion technologies.